Introduction
Chaos is a dynamic, unpredictable and complex phenomenon which occurs in nonlinear systems. It shows an unstable behaviour which is very sensitive to initial conditions and involves infinite unstable periodic motions . Many natural and simulated phenomena such as voice generation, earthquakes, laser systems and epileptic seizures serve chaotic behaviour (Chang et. al. 2008 ). All these events were thought to be stochastic and even unpredictable however; time series generated by the chaotic systems can be predicted if mathematical models of chaotic systems are successfully constructed.
Chaos has been applied to various areas such as chemical reactions, power converters, biological systems, information processing, secure communication, and economics . Many mathematical models and simulations have been carried out for controlling and synchronization of chaotic systems during two decades (He et al 2007; Modares et al. 2010 ). Such models have been applied in definite chaotic systems with predetermined system parameters however; there generally exist parameter mismatches and distortions in real world problems . Therefore, this topic has become popular among the researchers and numerous scientific studies have been proposed to overcome this drawback by suggesting novel solution strategies (Rahul 2005; Peng et al. 2009; Biswambhar et al. 2011) .
Parameter estimation of chaotic system is converted to parameter optimization by virtue of constructing appropriate fitness function. Metaheuristic algorithms have commonly been utilized for estimating the parameters of chaotic systems since they are derivative free and do not require domain information. Genetic algorithms (Dai et. al. 2002) , Particle Swarm Optimization Ko et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2010 ) Bee Colony Algorithm (Gholipour et al. 2013) , Invasive Weed Optimization (Ahmadi & Mojallahi 2012) , Firefly algorithm (Gao et al. 2013) , Ant Swarm algorithm (Li et al. 2006) , Cuckoo Search algorithm (Xiang-Tao & Ming-Hao 2012), Harmony search (Coelho & Bernert 2009 ), Gravitational Search ) and some of the hybrid algorithms (Tien & Li 2012; Wang & Li 2012) were utilized for parameter estimation of chaotic systems and most of them succeeded in finding true values of system parameters however, there is still room to improve the best results obtained by these algorithms. In this study, Artificial Cooperative Search (ACS) (Civicioglu 2013) algorithm is suggested for parameter identification of chaotic systems. To the best of author's knowledge, Artificial Cooperative Search algorithm has not been utilized in estimating parameters of chaotic systems yet. Performance of ACS algorithm will be compared with Quantum behaved Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) (Sun et al. 2004) , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) (Karaboga 2005) , Bat Algorithm (BAT) (Yang et al. 2010) in terms of best, worst, mean and standard deviation values. To upgrade the search mechanism of the algorithms, randomized algorithm parameters are used which are bounded between real valued numbers instead of static parameters. Effectiveness of the optimizers is compared by means of applying numerical simulations based on chaotic systems including Lorenz system, Duffing equation and Josephsen junctions.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the parameter estimation of chaotic differential systems in optimization point of view. Section 3 gives the detailed description Artificial Cooperative Search algorithm. Numerical simulations, comparisons and discussions are performed in Section 4. Finally, the article is concluded with some remarkable comments in Section 5.
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Formulation of the problem
Parameter identification of chaotic systems will be clarified in this section. Consider n -dimensional continuous nonlinear chaotic differential equation system: . Optimization objective is to estimate parameters of system while minimizing fitness function J. Parameter estimation of chaotic system is a hard and tedious task since it is a multidimensional nonlinear optimization problem. In addition, there are many local optima in search space due to the multidimensionality of objective function and this makes it very difficult to obtain global best solution with traditional optimization algorithms. Therefore, in this study, Artificial Cooperative Search algorithm is applied in order to estimate the unknown parameters of chaotic systems. Framework of parameter identification in the view of optimization can be depicted in Figure 1 . 
Artificial Cooperative Search
ACS is swarm intelligence based metaheuristic algorithm used for solving numerical optimization problems. The algorithm is based on interaction between two artificial superorganisms as they interact and migrate to different zones to find global minimum of a problem. Amount of food that can be found in a specific zone is tied to yearly climate a change. For this reason, superorganisms develop some kind of seasonal migration behaviour to discover better food sources. It is known that, in nature, most species form superorganisms and divide into sub-groups (sub-superorganisms) prior to migration in order to find a better food source. This superorganism behaviour is determined by the coordination of sub-groups.
Interaction and explorer usage are two main behaviours of the superorganisms. Before migrating to a new zone, first, superorganism sends an explorer to collect information about the possible migration zones. Then, explorer shares the information with the superorganism individuals and these individuals give their opinion for the possibility of migration to the new discovered areas. During the migration process, exploration behaviour is sustained to find better zones. Interaction behaviour is another important behaviour among the living species. All superorganisms living in the same habitat, naturally interacts with each other. Parasite/host or predator/prey relationships may emerge in alturation, coextinction, coevolution or cooperation interactions between superorganisms.
In ACS algorithm, two superorganisms named  and  consist of random solutions of the problem move to more fruitful nesting or feeding areas. Each superorganism consists of N members and each subsuperorganism consists of D members, which corresponds to dimension of the problem. Also, the two superorganisms decide the predator and prey subsuperorganisms. Predator sub-superorganism tracks the prey sub-superorganism while they move towards global minimum of the problem. The initial values of the individuals of the two superorganisms are calculated by using Equation (4). represents the upper and lower bounds of the search space for j th dimension of the problem. Fitness values of the associated sub-superorganisms are determined by using Equation (5). Biological interaction location between prey and predator individuals is calculated by using the following equation:
R is a variable that controls the speed of biological interaction. R is generated by using the procedure in Table 1 . 
Simulations and results
This section gives the performance comparison of metaheuristic algorithms on extracting of unknown parameters of chaotic systems including Lorenz system, Duffing system, and Josephson junctions. Numerical simulations are performed in Java™ executing Pentium i5 CPU @ 2.5 GHz and 6.0 GB RAM on personal computer. Sampling intervals (h) and total sampling points (W) for each chaotic system are set to h=0.01 and W=200 respectively. Fourth order adaptive Runge -Kutta method is applied for solving system of differential equations which are selected for testing the effectiveness of discussed metaheuristic algorithms. For the sake of comparison reliability, upper and lower limits of estimated parameters are taken all same for each algorithm. In addition, maximum generation (iteration) and population size of each algorithm are fixed to 5000 and 20 respectively. Algorithms are run for 100 times due to the stochastic discrepancy. 
Lorenz System
First example is employed as Lorenz system (Zhou et al. 2004) which is formulated as follows   Table 2 reports the statistical results of parameter identification of Lorenz system. Table 2 shows that ACS and QPSO finds true values of system parameters however, ACS algorithm is superior to all algorithms in terms of robustness and even worst results obtained by ACS algorithm are better than BAT, ABC algorithm. Comparisons reveal that ACS algorithm outperforms other algorithms concerning robustness and best solution. 
Josephson junctions
The study of the chaotic behaviour of (quantum) Josephson junctions (Yeh & Kao 1983 ) is of much fundamental and even practical interest. Written in dimensionless form, the differential equation for the quantum phase difference,  , across the junction is given by
where βc is the so-called McCumber parameter and Ω is the (normalized) angular frequency of the driving current. Equation (11) Table 4 reports the statistical results for this simulation. In Table 4 , ACS finds almost true values of system parameters in every try and shows its superiority over the other algorithms in terms of robustness and solution accuracy. In addition, even the worst solution obtained by ACS is much better than the best solutions acquired by the other algorithms. Figure 4 (a) visualizes the evolving process of fitness values for each algorithm. In Figure 4 (a), it is shown that ACS converges to optimal solution more quickly and obtains optimum after 1998 iterations. Figure 4 (b) to (d) depicts the convergence rates of system parameters and it is observed that ACS converges to true values more rapidly than the others as all system parameters reaches to optimum less than 1500 iterations. 
Conclusion
In this study, Artificial Cooperative Search algorithm is introduced to identify the unknown parameters of chaotic systems which are formulated as a multi-dimensional continuous optimization problem. Statistical results those are obtained from ACS are compared with the solutions acquired by Artificial Bee Colony, Quantum behaved Particle Swarm and Bat algorithms. To improve the algorithm performance, randomized algorithm parameters are utilized instead of static parameters. Simulation results of chaotic Lorenz system, Duffing equation and Josephson junctions indicate that Artificial Cooperative Search algorithm has better performance than Artificial Bee Colony, Quantum behaved Particle Swarm and Bat algorithm in identifying system parameters since Artificial Cooperative Search can estimate the system parameters more accurately, more rapidly and more stably. For a future work, Artificial Cooperative Search which gives the best performance for this study will be applied on time-delay systems.
